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Farmer
Speaks
Bronx Community College Distinguished Lecturers' Series is
presenting James Farmer, civil
rights leader, who spoke
on
"The Election and the Future"
in the College Auditorium, 8:30
PM December 9.
Mr. Farmer, Liberal-Republican candidate for Congress from
Brooklyn's 12th C.D., has been a
pioneer in the civil rights movement since 1942 when he was among those who founded CORE—
the Congress of Racial Equality.
He served as CORE'S National
' Director from 1961 to 1966, when

tries and in 19C4 he revisited Africa under the auspices of the
American Negro
Leadership
Conference on Africa.
Since September, 1967 and until
he announced his candidacy for
Congress, Mr. Farmer has been
working with the Education Affiliate of the Bedford-Stuyvesant
Development and Service Corp,
involved in planning and organizing a new educational complex for
the Bedford-Stuyvesant area. He
has also been serving as educational consultant in the area of
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U.F.T. BASQUE FESTIVAL
Strikes! CULTURAL FEAST
By ANTHONY LOVERRO
On November 8, 1 968. a chapter
of the U.F.T.triedtoholda meeting in our auditorium. This attempt resulted in the first spontaneous demonstration by B.C.C.
students.
The meeting was already in
progress when I entered, although
it was very disorganized. Because it was a closed meeting, I
was forced to get rid of my books
before I entered, so that it would
not be evident that I was a student.
That's how I finally got in.

The Olaeta Basque Festival of
Bilbao, a niafncal evening of folk
songs and dances from the colorful Basque country, was presented at Bronx Community College Auditorium, at 8 : 30 p.m..
Friday, December 13.
The Olnetn Company, consisting of 20 singers, dancers, and
instrumentalists, perform the
songs and dances native to their
French and Spanish homelands
for centuries reflecting the excitement and mystery of the
Basque people.
The program represents all

for their unique instruments. The
best-known is the versatile
txistu, an ancient three-holed
instrument
of extraordinary
range which the player fingers
with his left hand while with his
right he beats a small barrel
drum which is suspended over
his left arm.. It is augmented
lor dance accompaniments by the
ttun-ttun (tambourine) and the
trikitrixak (accordian) and the
culcaina, a six-string guitarlike instrument whose strings
are beaten with a small stick.
Equally unusual is the singing

The entire floor level of the
auditorium was packed with
teachers. I found a seat all the
way in the back and furtively
took notes.

James Farmer
he resigned to head the Center for Urban Schools with special emCommunity Action Education, a phasis on the problems of comprivate agency established to munity participation and the dedevelop and implement a national velopment of a meaningful curriculum for the urban child.
literacy program.
Mr. Farmer is Professor of
Mr. Farmer led the Freedom
Ride, beginning on May 4, 1961, Social Welfare at Lincoln Uniand was one of the first arrested versity in Pennsylvania. He is
in Jackson,
Mississippi, and also Adjunct Professor at New
spent 40 days in various Missi- York University, teaching two
ssippi jails and penitentiaries. He courses on the history of the
was also one of the 300 CORE civil rights movement in the
members arrested on the opening United States and the New Black
day of the New York World's Fair. Revolt.
James Farmer has also been
Mr. Farmer has lectured exactive in the labor movement. He
served in the southern organizing tensively and written for numerdrive of the Upholsterers' Inter- ous publications. His first full
national Union from 1946 to 1948 length book, "Freedom--When?"
and was employed as internation- was published by Random House
al Union from 1946 to 1948 and was in 1966.
He was born in Marshall, Texas
al Representative of the State,
County and Municipal Employees in 1920, graduated from Wiley
Union. He then served as Pro- College in 1938 and Howard Unigram Director of the NAACP until versity in 1941. He received a
he became CORE'S National Dir- Doctor of Humanities Degree at
Morgan State College in 1965 and
ector.
In 1958 he was a member of a a Doctor of Laws degree from
five-man delegation from the In- Muhlenberg College in 1968. Mr.
Farmer is married and the father
ternational Confederation of Free
Trade Unions to 15 African coun- of two children.

1. The c r e a t i o n of a colleae-

Actually, it was all pretty dull,
until Mr. Sparanzo took the podium. " A s a spokesman for the
U.F.T.. he said that it was his
committee's task to prepare the
teachers for the return to school;
he intimated that this would be
some time in the near future.
"We're going to have trouble
when we go back," he said, "and
we have ' to plan what to do."
He said that the teachers would
have to be prepared for emergencies. I was starting to get
really interested, when suddenly the audience of teachers began screaming "Out, out, get
them out of here."

wide body to continually review "Faculty-Student Relations." This body would serve
as a means of insuring that
areas of mutual concern to
faculty and students
are
raised, examined, and appropriate recommendations made.
2. The creation of an office of
"Ombudsman." This "Ombudsman" would serve to bring
student and faculty suggestions
directly to the appropriate college
channels, to follow
through and to report back.
3. The creation of FacultyStudent Departmental Commit-

They didn't mean Mr. Sparanzo. I looked up and saw a group
of students filing into the balcony of the auditorium. With
all the teachers shrieking like
that, the students left; shortly
thereafter, they returned. The
teachers began shouting again.
Mr. Sparanzo was still trying
to speak, although he was obviously no^ the main attraction.
He did ask the teachers to quiet
down and told them that the students would be allowed to stay,
if they did not disturb the meeting. And, in f a c t , they hadn't.
The meeting got underway
again, although no one was really
paying very much attention to Mr.
Sparanzo. The atmosphere was
very tense and I felt that something was going to happen any
minute. Students kept filing into
the balcony with posters. Occasionally,
a teacher would
scream a cheery "GET OUT"
to the students, which, no doubt,
expressed the feelings of his
fellows, each of whom, took their
turn.

IContinucd on ;)««e ?l

(Continued on ;>«<,'<• .?>

Student-Prof Confabs
Seek Stronger Ties
The Ad-Hoc Committee tor Faculty-Student Workshops came
into being to stimulate dialogue
within ttie college. The Workshops on October 1st and October 31st lead us to believe that
we have begun to realize our purpose. The respons and interest
engendered by these discussions
reinforce our feeling that there
are areas of mutual concern to
students and facu-lty that require
immediate attention. Therefore,
in keeping with these objectives,
the Ad-Hoc Committee otters the
following suggestions for discussion:

A few speakers welcomed the
teachers^ to'^tee meeting, but
didn't mantion anything about the
strike. One teacher got up and
said that he didn't disagree with
the social revolution which was
taking place, but that they must
make sure that it did not "degenerate" into something that
could harm the children.

Olaeta Basque Festival of Bilbao
seven Basque provinces, each o£ the Basques, a distillation of .
distinctly 'different. Included are long and isolated tradition.
Victor Olaeta, creator of the
the noble dances of Giupuzcoa;
the Arresku (Dance of Honor), Olaeta Basque Festival of Bilthe
Expath-Dantza
(Dagger bao, is a choreographer and
Dance), the Ustai Dantza (Dance dancer who holds masters
degrees in composition and conof the Basketmakers), and the
Arku-Dantza (Dance of the ducting from the Bilbao ConserFlower Hoops). There are the vatory of Music. He is a recogMakil Dantza (Stick Dance) from nized authority and foremost exBiscaya, the Sagar Dantza (Apple ponent of Basque folklore, and
Dance) from Nararre, the Ingurus he is a regular member of juries
(Rounds) from Leiza, the comic judging folklore contests in Spain
Zagi Dantza (Goatskin Dance) and throughout Europe.
and, of course, the popular FanThe Basques have no country of
dango.
Many Basque dances are a their own; four of their provinces
contest of skill and agility, in- are Spanish, three French. Yet
corporating robust rhythms, high they have, for centuries, retained
jumps and leaps, and a strong their identity. They are devoutly
sense of gaiety. There is also a religious, as well as democratic,
touch of tenderness, and the lone- and in their habits they are tradiliness and haunting mystery com- tional and conservative. All of
mon to shepherds and fishermen this, and their fierce strength and
pride, is very much a part of their
all over the world.
Tne Basques are also known dances and music.

Electric Circus
Dazzles the Ear
WILLIAM L. BALLINGER
On Friday, November 8, at
8:30 in the BCC auditorium the
students there received the ultimate in legal entertainment experience. It was the Electric
Circus, a group that uses classical music, rock-en-roll, pantomine, three movie screens,
and sound effects during their
performance.
The impression received by
most students was silence is
nice. This effect was made by
having the audience listen to
the Dwon Town Tangiers Rockin'
Rhythm Blues Band, while looking at the three movie screens
and seeing what appeared to be

a single cell animal frantically
dancing and dividing to the beat
of the band. Then the Krainis
Consort would play soothing soft
classical music and on the screen
would appear things that suggest
tranquility.
Seeing the instruments used by
the Krainis Consort is like visiting a museum of old instruments.
They used various sized recorders, a harpsichord, and huge
baroque oboe that requires its
player to stand.
The Electric Circus offers
something for everyone. Special
thanks should be given to the
Student Council for getting them
to play at B.C.C.
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LE.E.E. Meets I.T.T. Student
Club Visits Plant
Rights
BY HARVEY SCHWARTZ'
On Thursday, November 14th
the Bronx Community College
Branch of the IEEE (Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) visited the Defense
Communications Division of the
International
Telephone and
Telegraph Company (ITT).
Upon arrival the group was
greeted by Mr. Harry M. Raven,
Director of Public Relations for
ITT. Mr. Raven Introduced Mr.
John McMabon, Jr., Manager of
Employment who outlined the
various positions at IT&T, ranging from Lab Technician, Engineering Asst, and Jr. and Associate Member of Technical staff
up to Sr. Technical Specialist,
Director of Laboratory, and Vice
President. In addition to a startIng salary of $150-$160 per week
for engineering technician or

ellite communication.
The IEEE students were then
escorted to the IT&T tower and
I must say that the view was
beautiful. Did you know that there
are snow covered mountains in
New Jersey? They are in November. There was also a wonderful view of the New York
skyline.
The visit concluded with a
guided tour of the IT&T microelectronic assembly line.
The IEEE welcomes all students and faculty of Bronx Community CoUege to its meetings.
Engineering Science, Engineering Technology, Physics and
Mathematics students are cordiaUy invited to Join.
The next meeting of the IEEE
will be held on Thursday, Dec.
5th,- 1968 at 12:30 p.m. in Room

View of the J.T .T. tower
$185-$190 for Junior Member of
the Technical Staff. ITTprovldes
100% tuition for 6-9 credits per
semester.
After a coffee break, Mr. Raven
presented an illustrated talk on
the work of the IT&T Defense
Communications Division which
Includes satellite Communication
Earth Station Design, Message
Switching Computers, Simulators, Satellite Communications
Control Equipment and stresses
.computer and antenna design.
The talk was foUowed by a
film showing the direct television
coverage, live, of the Gemini
touchdown via a ground antenna
and television station equipment
on the aircraft carrier Wasp,
which was made possible by Sat-

428 and wUl feature a talk by
H. Kalbfleisch, Insturment Engineer for Gibbs and Hill, Inc.
on "Today's Careers In Instrumentation".
Students interested in joining
the Day IEEE should see Prof.
Lawrence in Room 428, students
Interested in Joining the Night
IEEE should see Prof. Berger
In Room 416.
The IEEE also features electronics laboratory work for students In engineering science,
physics, biology, chemistry,
mathematics and other sciences.
At these sessions IEEE officers
headed by Messrs Monley, Sussman, Grzan, Augustoni and Cakhill serve as instructors under
the direction of Prof. Lawrence.

Student-Prof Confabs

(Continued from page 1)
tees to consider content in the
various disciplines.
These
may be done In either a formal or an Informal manner.
4. The committee supports
further consideration by the
college of students sitting In
and/or voting on faculty committees.

These proposals for further
consideration are offered in the
same spirit in which the workshops were conceived,, that of mutual interchange of ideas. Other
suggestions may prove to be more
valuable. They should be made!
The questionnaire that was distributed was not processed because of faulty sampling pro^
cedures, improperly worded
Items, and the small number of
responses received. Creation of
another instrument is being in*
vetfOgated by the Office of Institutional Research.

The .summaries of workshops are

listed below.

Summaries
L CourseContent in Social Studies
Attending: 7$ faculty and students
1) Continued first panel discussion concerning course content
with reference to the Black, Hispanic, and other ethnic perspectives and the area of possible
substitutes for presently required courses.
2) students expressed Inclination to have a faculty poU on the
whole area of faculty-student
relations.
3) Social Studies Department
announced formation of a special committee of seven to meet
with a like, representative committee of students to discuss
various proposals.
IL Course Content in the Humanities
Discussion centered about the
course offerings in the English
Department. The Department Is

Pride Encores

October 31, 1968, Oneonta, New
Not too long' ago "-we"had' an election for President of this
York. Confederated Student Govcountry. Many"bf us were"dissatisfied 'with the results. Here at
ernments of State University of
Bronx Community 'there are those who are disheartened by our
New York, a state-wide organirepresentatives in Student Government, the superstructure of our
zation composed of various stuUniversity. It is sometimes cumbersome. We of "The Communident governments within the State
cator" feel that different views should be heard, and in this light
University system, announced
present Pride's Platform.
that student government reprePride is the newly formed political group in our school concerned
sentatives from colleges and uniwith the students of this college. Pride's aim is to change some
versities throughout New York
of the conditions here, i.e., deficiencies in the lunchroom and
State met at Harpur College,
Binhgamton, the weekend of
dehumanization of students in large institutions. The platform is
November 5th to draft the nation's printed below.
first Student Bill of Rights.
Life, conceptualized speaks of knowledge through existence
The Harpur Conference is a
and therefore improvement through increased inter-relationships,
follow-up of the October 19th
and' ultimately change. Life is a constant absorption of change
C.S.G. Conference on Student
begotten of improvement and is,'therefore the sum of knowledge.
Civil Rights held at state 'uniThe university, is of its nature, a mirror upon which the knowversity at Albany, at which stuledge of lives is reflected into the eyes of its students. The
dent government delegates from
university is an entity of life, not an integral institution main13
colleges and universities
taining its personality outside the realm of the environment in
heard from the New York Civil
which it lives. The university must respond to life because it is
Liberties Union and National Stumaintained as a teacher, to livers, of that knowledge which has
dent Association discuss various
been lived. If life speaks of equality, consistency an relevance,
problems relating to student civschool, in that it takes its life from life, must respond in kind.
il rights. At the close of the AlThe equality of man to man is a Life theorem which demands
bany Conference according to
adherence by each segment of life, school, being a segment of life
Confederated student Governtranslates Life's theorem into the equality of Instructor to
ments' President, Gerard Colby
instructee. Student - Faculty compatibility becomes flagrant
Zilg, the student delegates dewhimsy in light of separate eating, toileting, lounging faculties.
cided to return to their camInconsistent restrictions (matron in student lunchrooms) between
puses, draw up proposals on stufactions
creates factionalism and school becomes nresumptious
dent rights with their student
to blatantly flaunt Life's dictums.
governments, and meet again at
Life's knowledge is the reflection that the university as a mirror
Harpur College, Binghamton on
responds
to aU life's knowledge. Scanning Wordsworth and not
November 15-17 for the purGinsberg, weighting the polemics of .George Washington and not
pose of drafting the nation's first
Malcolm X, hearing Beethoven and the Occident and not Shankar
Student BUI of Rights.
and the Orient speaks of the university as a detached Institution
"I expect th« pill of Rights,"
divorced from Life's design. Selective knowledge taught with a
remarked C.S.G. President Zilg,
passing Judgemental reflection upon that knowledge which wiU
"will deal with everything from
remain untaught, results in the compatability of Life's citizens
demonstrations and right of asprejudiced
by the chided unsaid.
sembly to university enforceConsistency of structure, uniformity of restriction or nonment of current drug laws. This
limitation, and relevancy of curriculum content are not abstracfs
teatede* Mtcxieuluin petition and
of a present crusade, but extensions, ofXlf$»s code which demands
control, confidentiality of student
compliance. » Is in the Interest of Life that The Pride presents,
records, alleged racial discrithis, our platform.
mination, housing and conduct
regulations, the governing power
meetings be held for each course
ty - It was suggessted that
of individual college councils,
and/or department which would
more
flexibility
be
'
offered
in
university co-operatipp with the
allow for discussion of goals,
choice of courses, especially in
Selective Service System, and
course content, etc.
regard
to
reqired
courses.
The
university military research for
3) Teaching Method - The value
City
College
experimental
curthe Federal Government. These
of
an inter-disciplinary apriculum
program
was
discussed
are all issues which student govproach was discussed as a
as
one
possible
solution
to
the
ernments have avoided in the
means of making the learning
problem of rigigity.
past but cannot afford to avoid
process more relevant and ex3)
Articulation
to
Four-Year
;now. Discussion must begin."
citing.
Colleges - It was noted that any
Newly elected National Associchanges
in
courses
or
curriculation's Vice President BUI
Conclusion - The major conum requirements must,be conShamblin, who offered his full
clusion as' expressed by both
sidered
in
relation
to
transfer
.support at the Albany Conferstudents and faculty present
requirements
of
the
senior
colence, will also be on band at
was ttie need for continued
leges.
the Harpur Conference, as wlU
student-faculty dialogue and
4)
Future
suggestions
Stunon-SUNY coUeges. The Conthe
development of a
dents
were
asked
to
submit
ference is open to student body
mechanism to make this posany
future
suggestions
to
either
representatives from any colsible.
the Head of the Speech and Fine
:lege or university in New York
Arts
Department,
Dr.
Wynn
State. Registration will begin at
Reynolds, or Mr. Nicholas GU- V. Student Relations with the FaiHarpur's Student Union Caferoy of the department. A meet- culty and College Administration
teria from 5 to 8 p.m. Novem1) student's Voting Rights on
ing
to explore future suggestions
iber 15th.
Faculty Committees - Students
has
been
scheduled
for
Thurs1 According to C.S.G. President
day, December 12, at 12:30p.m. discussed their rights and reZilg, current plans caU for the
sponsibilities in requesting votRoom 2-10.
drafting of the Student BUI of
ing privileges on faculty com(Rights at Harpur, then ratificamittees. Reference was made
tion by state University campuses IV. AU Other Disciplines
to
Bronx Community CoUege
(throughout the state. Following Among the suggestions were the
Faculty By-Laws, Board of
following:
ithis, C.S.G. wlU then strongly
Higher Education By-Laws and
1) Course Content
•(petition the State University
questions
of legal responsibility
a. Language Courses - It was
jBoard of Trustees for approval.
for curriculum development.
suggested that greater emphaThe recommendations of the
sis be placed on material pertinent to dally living. The study Faculty Committee on Student
reviewing existing courses and
of literature should include ad- Activities regarding student vothas set up an Ad-Hoc committee
ing rights on faculty commitditional
matejrlals by.and
to work on an elective in black
tees was discussed. The point
about indigenous authors.
literature. In this connection, a
b. Biology - It was suggested was made that student represencommittee of students and faculty
tha^ greater emphasis, be tatives on faculty committees
was set up at the workshop to
placedon areas $uch as health must be •chosen in a manner dework with this Ad-Hoc comsigned ^.provide a broad perand the human body.,
mittee.
spective
of .student needs and
c. General Education, - Stuopinions.
dents'
practical
needs.such
as.,
III. Course Content in Speed
skills required in specialized
the Flhfe and Performing ArU
report writing was mentioned*, 2) Student-Faculty Cooperation
l)Faculty-Student Committeesa. It was urged that the adas requiring attention."
It was proposed that a Facultyministrative
officers Inform
2ji Role, of Students in CurStudent Committee,be formfed
the student body representar,iculum and Course Developto keep course conient relevant
tives of any necessary admlniment - A suggestion was made
to students' needs and desires.
(Continued on page 4)
that
general
student-faculty
2) Need for Greater Flttclbil*-
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CUNY Gets Student Voice Happenings Nursing Grad Finds
Students at City University will
soon formally participate in
policy deliberations through a
Chancellor's Student Advisory
Council announced today by Dr.
Albert H. Bowker, Chancellor of
the University. The new council
held
its
first meeting on
December 3.
Dr. Bowker said that the move
is a response both to increased
student demands for a voice in
University affairs and "a need
for meaningful student participation to help solve problems
in many areas of interest and
concern to the University." He
named Vice-Cnancellor Robert
Birnbaum as his personal liaison
with the group.
An ad-hoc steering committee,
selected by students and composed of student government
leaders from most of the University's 15 campuses, met this
week with Dr. Birnbaum
to
formulate its recommendations
for structuring the Cooncil. Tne
recommendations call for the Advisory Council to be composed of
representatives of each college,

selected by each chartered student government organization as
it sees fit, provided that no
college may be represented by
more than three delegates or
their duly authorized alternates.
The three delegates are to represent (1) the day session student government, (2) the evening session student government,
and (3) the graduate student government.
Where there is more than one
chartered student organization in
any of these three categories,
the organizations shall be responsible for jointly determining
their representatives. The representatives and alternates are
to be selected for a term of one
academic year ending June 30.
The first step toward formation of the council was taken
last month, when the Chancellor
wrote to student government
presidents proposing its establishment and inviting them to
submit written suggestions for
selecting an ad-hoc student
steering committee.

Students voicing disfavor over attentive teachers below

U.F.T. Strikes!

((Continued from page I )

rible. One of the ladies said
At 12:15, a mere five minutes that it was disgusting that the
after they had arrived, the students were allowed to break
students uttered their first up their meeting. I asked them
words. It was all the teachers if they thought that all of the
need; they quickly went into their students in the balcony intended
"No,
routine: "Out, Out," etc...But to disrupt the meeting.
this time, the students (who easi- I don't think so," said thegentle.ly numbered over a hundred) re- man; "I think that most of them
taliated. For a few seconds, we were just curious." The two ladies then agreed with him.
had a shouting contest.
Tie mass of people in front of
The meeting settled down a
bit. Some teachers had noticed tie building were now being adme taking notes and their reac- dressed by student speakers. One
tion was, in attitude, more than speaker's comment sums up the
hostile. I had run out of paper, apparent attitude of the day: "I've
so I walked out of the auditorium taken enough S . . T from this
to get some. When I tried to get Administration."
bark into the meeting, they wouldn't let me in. I could hear the
I went up to another group of
students and the teachers shout- teachers. "I t h i n k it's disgusting at each other. I ran upstairs ing," a little chubby teacher
and into the balcony. 1 was said, "that these kids were alania/.cii. There were now about lowed to do what they did. We
two hundred students up there. had permission to use that audiMr. Sparan/,o. who was .still try- torium."
(Permission, by the
ing to speak, closed the meeting w a y , was granted by Dean Mcat 12:1)7 P.M. In only 27 minutes, Grath.)
the students had succeeded in
clo.siiif the show.
One student whom I interviewed
1'Aeryune l e f t the auditorium. said that was definitely'in favor
The front steps of B.C.C. was of the demonstration. "We (the
jameed with both students and students) weren't asked if the
teachers.
A group ol students auditorium could be used," he
were shouting "GO BACK TO said. "We use that auditorium;
SCHOOL,
GO BACK TO we should be notified about what
SCHOOL," at the teachers.
goes on." He added that it seemed
Most of the teachers soon dis- to him that most of the students
appeared from the vicinity. How- felt the same way.
ever, some stood in groups
Of course, in all seriousness, I
across the street. I walked over don't think that what happened that
to one group, which consisted of
day will have any great effect
two ladies and a middle-aged on the current school situation.
gentleman.
"Excuse me," I But I do think that it will make a
said, "are you teachers?" They lot of people realize that we, the
didn't answer, but gave quick students of this school, are not to
looks to each other. Finally
be taken for granted. We should
the man said, "Yes," that they
have a larger voice in school
were. "What do you think of
policy making. We are not as pasall this?" I asked. They said
sive as we may appear to be; we
that they thought it was horwill fight to preserve our rights!

'A Christmas Show,' an exhibit
of prints, paintings, and crafts by
local Chelsea artists, is currently at the The Hudson Guild
Gallery, 441 West 26 Street. The
show runs through December 24.
Gallery hours are
Monday
through Friday, 2 to 5 p.m. and
Tursday and Thursday evenings
7:30 - 9 and by appointment.

Families of servicemen are
invited by the American Red
Cross to make free recordings
of messages to send as holiday
gifts to men and women in service away from home. Recording sessions will be held at the
Red Cross center, 150 Amsterdam Avenue (66th Street) on
Saturday and Sunday, December?
and 8 and December 14 and 15,
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. No advance appointments are necessary.

The annual Christmas sale at
the Craft Students League will be
held December 2 through December 21 in the Fourth Floor Gallery, West Side YMCA, Eighth
Avenue at 51st Street.
Items on sale, all handmade by
students and faculty of the
League, include wood sculpture,
pottery, enamel ware, silver objects, woven items, paintings and
silk-screened Christmas cards.
They range in price from $1.50
to $75. Net proceeds benefit the
YWCA.
Hours are 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
(Continued on page 4)

'Home9 in Nigeria
Elizabeth Honaghan, a Registered Nurse who has been employed as Staff, Operating Room
and Intensive Care Nurse at
Queens Hospital Center, New
York, from
June 1965 to OctYork, from June 1965 to October
of this year, is trading the ease
of civilian life for the lot of
bush missionary in the recovered
areas of war-ravaged Nigeria.
She and seven other volunteer
RNs are now on their way to
assist for the next 12 months
thousands of starving, sick and
wounded war victims.
These nurses were recruited
by the Catholic Medical Mission
Board for the Catholic Relief
Services, which is subsidizing
their year-long project. In Nigeria they will function as members of Mobile Medical and Relief Teams under the general
guidance of the CRS Program
Director there. The International
Committee of the Red Cross and
its Director in Nigeria will furnish them withadministrativedirection.
Following briefing sessions at
CMMB and CRS headquarters
in New York, seven of the volunteers flew from Kennedy International Airport
Saturday
night to Geneva. They arrived
there Sunday noon 'or their final
briefing. Another RNn the eighth
team member, flew in from Glasgow to join them in Geneva.
They are expected in Lagos,
Nigeria, on Thursday, Nov. 21st.
Miss Monaghan was referred
to C M M B by its Director, the
Rev. Joseph J. Walter^ S.J., to

whom she explained her desire
to work as a lay missionary.
"For several years I have had
that wish, particularly to help
in the poor, undernourished world
areas," she told Father Walter.
"In helping others I achieve

greater happiness and self-satisfaction."
Miss Monaghan, born in County
Cavan, Ireland, is now a U.S.
Citizen and is registered and
certified professionally in New
York State. She attended St. Louis
Academy, Staten Island, New
York, and did two years of substitute teaching in St. Luke's
Parochial School in Queens, New
York. She attended Fordham
University as an education major
for three years, then switched
to the nursing course at Bronx
Community College, Bronx, New
York,
winning
her nursing
diploma in 1967. While at nursing
school she worked week-ends at
Queens General Hospital.

College Clips
CLARION, CRANE COLLEGE
—The faculty council of Crane
College recommended that their
campus be shut down unless certain situations existing on campus
were corrected immediately.
Such situations include insufficient lighting in classrooms and
inadequate parking facilities.
DAILY SUNDIAL, SAN FERNANDO V A L L E Y STATE
COLLEGE—An associated student's book exchange program is
pressuring the college bookstore
to lower its prices. The students
hope that through this policy the
bookstore will either reduce its
WANTED
STUDENTS-TEACHERS
Part time Representatives
Earn Extra Money
with Travel Benefits
Call
DASH TRAVEL SERVICE
2 West First Street
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550
212 828-7200/914 699-9800

EUROPE 119
Winter Ski and
and Summer Program

Available to Faculty, Students,
Staff and Employees of the
of the State University of New
York. Holiday Ski programs
December 20 to January 3, at
St. Anton, Switzerland. Choice
of seven summer flights from
three to fourteen weeks duration. For information write:
Faculty-Student Flights
c/o Faculty Student Association
S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook
Stony Brook. New York 11 790

prices or raise the prices it gives
students when they sell back
books.
DAILY COLLEGIAN, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSSETSS—
The results of a three year cold
study, conducted by the University of Washington, concludes that
the common cold is caused by air
pollution. The reduction in total
bouts with colds could range from
one to two per cent by cleaning
up polluted city air.
THE OSWEGONIAN, SUNY AT
OSWEGO—Recently
Oswego's
first campus radio station took
to the air. WOCR will operate

twenty-four hours a day broadcasting
contemporary rock
music. Transmitters will be located in each dormitory to avoid
building interference.
OUTLOOK, ROCKLAND
COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE—Rockland
Community
College will begin broadcasting
on their new radio station WRKL.
Radio Production will emerge as
part of a new course in Journalism to be given this semester.
It will be jointly run by the
college's Audio-Visual Dept. and
the newspaper staff.

JANUARY
ADMISSION!!

Private, four-year liberal arts
college in midwest has limited
openings available for spring
term starting in January. Strong
curriculum with 16 majors offered,
plus pre-professional programs in
medicine, dentistry, law, engineering, pharmacy, veterinary medicine, and medical technology.
Current enrollment of more than
1,000 students is small enough to
provide individual attention, large
enough to provide diversity and
action! For further information,
write:
Director of Admissions (EC 10)
The College of Emporia
Emporia, Kansas 66801
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Dear Editor
The Committee on Academic
Standing wishes to comment on
your editorial of November 12,
1968,
"Cancellation of 'J'
grades?!"
We request that you reprint the
enclosed letter sent to Mr.
Karasik by the Subcommittee on
Grade Evaluation, which was
mentioned in your editorial.
We are asking you to print
the attached letter in its entirety,
together with these comments, in
an effort to point out to all
students that their representative
is not only invited to attend the
Committee on Academic Standing
meetings, but is strongly urged to
attend each and every meeting.
May we also point out to you
that,the subcommittee was instructed to examine the entire
grading structure of the college
in order to simplify the grading
system^ without in any way
destroying the
effectiveness
which these grades now serve.
We would also like to call
attention to the fact that over
the past three or four years
representatives of the Student
Council have been invited to attend
the meetings of the Committee
on Academic Standing just as
they were cordially invited to
attend the subcommittee meeting
mentioned in the attached letter.
The subcommittee was, and is,
anxious to have student opinion
as an important factor in its
deliberations.
We ask only that the students
be provided with the opportunity
to evaluate your editorial after
reading the letter which aparently provoked it.
Thank you very much for any
consideration which you may give
our request. We have sent
copies of this letter to all stu-

Ambiguity
at B.C.C.

dent leaders in order to achieve Dear Sir,
the widest possible disseminaYour recent publication of the
tion as quickly as possible.
Communicator featured a picture
Bernard P.Corbman of students protesting the recent
Chairman,
presidential elections. The story
Committee on
'depicting this scene associated
Academic Standing
them with Students for a Democratic Society. While some of
Phyllis Berger
S.D.S.'s ideas may be in agreeStephen Chiswick
ment with those pictured, please
John D'Andrea
realize that many are not. Those
W. Walter Duncan
who were involved in the demonAlice Ehrhart
stration were of individual poliAnn Gold
tical persuasion brought together
Ralph Gold
by a common theme: the poliRalph Gorman
tical circus of choice. Your imJohn Hayde
plication is false and it shows a
Clara Linn
lack of information and poor reVera F. Minkin
porting.
Eugene Passer
The fact that S.D.S. and B.C.C.
Phyllis Read
were demonstrating for the same
Manuel Stillerman
purposes is true. The similarity
Jirina Sztacho
ends there. The article should
Edwin Terry
not have been as ambiguous as to
Joseph Wieczerzak
identify them even remotely as
Members,
one and the same group.
Committee on
Howard Rose
Academic Standing

Loss of
Pride

The Subcommittee for Review
of the Grading System of the
Committee on Academic Standing would like the student representative to the Committee on Letter to the Editor:
There is a new political party
Academic Standing to present an
expression of student opinion on bidding for control of the student
the present grade structure as government. This party goes by
indicated in the student hand- the name of Pride. We have all
book, with specific attention to seen the posters that have been
displayed through the school. The
the G, H, and J grades.
The Subcommittee will meet feelings that I receive when readat 4:00 p.m. oft Wednesday, ing the posted material is that of
October 23, immediately after the anger and confusion. Pride's
full committee meeting. I hope public relations editor must have
you will have had time by then been dreaming when he permitted
to collect a sufficient sample of the showing of a* poster that all
student opinion to be able to but accused the hierarchy of the
report to our Subcommittee school of anti-black feeling in
their job hiring policies.
members.
I believe that the controling
forces of Pride are sensationalizing the problems of higher
education at our school. The
necessity for change is evident,
but the methods of gaining these
changes must remain above board
or we will have lowered ourstand its background."
selves to their level. If the
Interested people have been
change
is to come it must evolve
trying to take a fresh look at
Black history, and have been out of a joint effort of the faculty
making an effort to discourse and the student body. To build
placing in proper perspective animosity between the faculty and
this richly significant segment the student government will only
of the American experience. hurt our efforts for the expanThey made a bad mistake with sion of educational freedoms.
Michael Edwin
their questionnaire, because it
was unclear. But they tried,
perhaps not hard enough, but
they tried. What have you done
Miss Nightingale? It seems that
you have been asleep or sheltered^
(Continued from page 3)
all your life. If you really believe that a simple unclear ques- Mondays through Fridays and
tionnaire
"created an even Saturdays from 12 noon to 4p.m.
stronger feeling of prejudice and
resentment", you must be sleeping. The fact is, hwatever pre20TH Century Religious Art is
judice you may feel, or whatever
the
theme of an art exhibition at
resentment someone may show
The
Community Church Art Galtowards another person, have
been present all along. You have lery, 28 East 35 Street, New York,
ignored it, until it slapOed you in N.Y. from December 17 to Januthe face. If you want an elective ary 15, 1969. The multimedia
on Jewish literature, fight for it, art will embrace various relibut don't deny the interested gions, East and West. Paintings,
faculty their feeble effort. Say tapestries, graphics, mobiles,
instead—like the Black man says sculpture, fused glass are some
—American, you'd better wake of the works included in the exup before we break-up, and you hibit. A number of special pieces
lose me. How would you like will be on loan from private and
living for four hundred years public collections. The exhibiwith an nnprateful-institutional- tion will be on view for the general public Tuesdays through
foot on youi n^iA.

Black Past
REPRESENTED FOR

NATIONAL A D V E R T I S I N G BY

National Educational Advertising Services
A DIVISION

OF

NEADER'Cr 2IOHT SALES * SERVICES, INC.
36O Lexington Ave., New York. (SK Y. 1OO17

Confab
(Continued from oage 2)
strative changes that involve
students. The administrative
officers present explained the
problems encountered in meeting fairly all student needs,
b. Mention was made of the
availability of tables in the
Student Lounge of our Main
Building for informal studentfaculty discussions.

After reading the letter in your
November 12 issue, under the
heading 'Alternative Cultures
Desired',' written by a 'white' noname Nursing Student, Ifeltitmy
duty to write my own letter. I
would like to call mine, "Search
for a BLACK PAST".
"Americans..., with few exceptions, have never dealt
properly with the American ...
(Black man). They have written
patronizingly about him, or deplored his sufferings, or all but
ignored his presence, treating
him as an appendage to American
history rather than an integral
part of it. At the very birth of
the nation, black men shared the
white man's concept of liberty and
expressed it in words and deeds;
the Declaration of Freedom presented by...(Blacks) to the Mas-sachusetts legislature in 1777,
and the memorial to the first
man to fall in the rehearsal for
revolution at Boston in 1770.
But when independence was won,
Black Americans had to start
their own separate struggle
for freedom and equality. That
struggle is the central theme
of...(Black) history and, hence,
a central theme of American
history. Yet Americans know too
little about it. Today,'when the
struggle has become the critical
social issue of our time, there
is an urgent attempt to under-

i

ficers of Student Government
expressed their concern about
this issue and the desire to
correct this.
VL Faculty-Student Cooperation
in Community Affairs.
Discussion centered around how
the schol might further cooperate
with the community, some suggestions offered for consideration were:
1. Opening schools on Saturday
or other convenient times to
provide tutoring for children
of the community.
2. Providing remedial reading
for children in the community.

3. Examination of Suggestions
of October 1.
a. It was announced that a
procedure for handling student-faculty grievances is being formulated by the Dean of
Students and the Presidents of
Student Government (Day and
Evening).
b. It was explained that wherever possible the names of tentative instructors are posted
just prior to registration.

3. Creating a special program
in consumer education for
adults.
4. A series of seimars on vital
issues that concern community residents.

4. More Effective Student Representation
Students voiced the opinion that
Student Government does not
Iruly represent the student
X>pulation. The incumbent of-

VII. Nursing Center Meeting
A special follow-up meeting
was held at the Nursing Center
on October 31st to explore areas
of concern relevant to students
in the Nursing Curriculum.

Art Exhibit

horrace white
an angry Black man

Saturdays 1 to 5 p.m.
is invited.

The public
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Uptight

With
The Draft?

The following article is the first in a series to provide you
with information regarding the legal framework of the selective service system. After counseling many young men in the
south Bronx and now in Bronx Community College I have realized that there is an extreme lack of knowledge regarding the
machinery of the selective service system. Many students do
not know their legal rights or the many available deferments
which can be obtained by an individual. My purpose in these
articles and as a trained draft counselor is to familiarize you
with selective service laws and procedures so you can better
understand the organization which for a substantial number of
years determines your actions. I will also point out the many misconceptions which young men hold in regard to the draft. As a last
introductory remark I would like to point out that if you have any
problems regarding your position with your local board or wany any
information about the selective service system you can speak to me
personally during my councseling hours in the student lounge every
Tuesday from 12;00 to 2'00 in the afternoon.
I- A Brief History of the Draft
Military conscription in modern times was first used in France
in 1793 during the revolution when there was a danger of an Austrian invasion. When the directory took over the French government
trian invasion. When the directory took over, the French government enacted the first conscription law. In 1805 Napoleon told
Metternich "I could use up 25,000 men a month." Between 1805 and
1812, 2,613,000 men were drafted into the French army.
One should not forget that the most important reason why our forefathers populated our young country, was to escape forced military
conscription - now many American young men are fleeing to Canada.
After American shed its English cloak George Washington proposed
a system of conscription which was not accepted. When in 1812 a
compulsory militia was proposed, Daniel Webster, with much
flourish, helped with many others to cause its defeat.
The Civil War most bitterly turned brother against brother and
Congressmen against Congressmen in regard to the first draft law.
During the war over 10,000 troops were brought from the fighting in
Gettysburg to quell draft riots in New York City. When the Civil
War terminated, so did conscription.
In April of 1917 the Congress debated over the question of a draft
once again. Finally, on May 8, 1917, a "selective service law" was
signed by President Wilson. This law provided for all males from
the age of 21-31 to serve in the Armed Services, excluding ministers, and certain public officials. Within three months the age was
changed to 18-45. Once again thousands failed to register and come
when called. In New York City 16,000 men were rounded up who had
failed to meet their country's request. So many men left the country
that the government was forced to prohibit such an act. So many men
had teeth extracted, that the government issued an order to all
dentists that they would be jailed for such an action. At the end of
World War I the United States once again went back to a voluntary
policy. Because of the growing pressure of another war and the conscription policies of the Soviet Union (men and women) and the
arming of Germany) the draft was once again a policy.
In 1926, the Joint Army-Navy selective service Conrnittee was
established and in 1936 Major Lewis B.Hersey was appointed to the
committee. In 1940 the United States once again adopted a conscription law, this time a selective conscriptiom which made allowance
for the conscientious objector. Because of the constant pressure of
the on-coming war the draft law was renewed on almost the outbreak
of World War II, in August of 1941 by a shocking vote of 203 to 202 in
the House. After World War lithe "Selective Service law" was once
again enacted in March of 1947, because of another war scare in June
again enacted in March of 1947, because of another war scare in
Europe due to the Czechoslovakian coup. The bill was adopted in
June of 1948 and has basically survived to the present. The Selective
Service Law has been renewed in 1959, 1963, and again in 1967.
Even thoughmany youngpeople like ourselves have grown accustomed to a peacetime draft, the opposition against it has been greater
during our undeclared war in Vietnam than ever before.

EDITORIAL

Go Abroad
To College
The City University, of which
Bronx Community College is a
part, offers a program of study
abroad in either France, Germany, Great Britain, Israel,
Italy, Puerto Rico or Spain. Dean
Morton Rosenstock, Director of
International Education, directs
this program at Bronx Community College.
On the undergraduate level,
this program is open to qualified
matriculated students of the level
of sophomore and above. The
program includes majors in
English, history, political science,
education, geography,
mathematics, as well as modern foreign languages.
All too frequently the opportunity to study abroad has been
limited to a privileged few. In
the City University Program,
academic preparation, rather
than the ability to pay, determines the selection of candidates.
Students whose families are unable to pay the cost of a year
abroad, but who are themselves
qualified to profit from such a
year, are eligible for loans and
financial aid grants.
While many foreign study programs send students to take special courses for foreigners at a
host university, the City University student enrolls in the same
courses as the native student,
takes part in the same classroom exercises, and competes
without special privileges or consideration in the same year-encj
examinations.
It is for this
reason that a high level of language competence is required for
admission to the program. At
the same time the student takes
part in seminars given by the
City University Resident Director who is assigned to each
center.
These seminars are
designed to supplement the
course work at the host university and to assist the student
with special linguistic difficulties. In this way the student is
able to profit from full integration into the educational system
of the host country without being
cut off from the American system
to which he will return.
Whenever possible, centers
are located at universities in
medium-sized cities, rather than
in capital cities, to facilitate participation in the life of the host
country. The atmosphere of a
smaller city where there are
few Americans favors the acceptance of the student as a serious
member of the university community and helps to avoid the
clannishness and feeling of isolation experienced by foreign students in large cosmopolitan centers.
The basic sost of the Program
is $2,125.00. The following items
are covered by this sum:
1. Round trip transportation.
2. Food and lodging (including
a modest per diem during
vacation periods).
3. Student fees and instructional costs at the host
university.
4. Health, accident and baggage insurance.
5. Cultural activities, such as
excursions, sightseeing,
visits to museums, attendance at concerts and plays.
6. Orientation programs before departure, on ship,
and at the centers abroad.

Will there ever be peace between us? The Communicator is a
Student Publication written by students for the students.
We have been charged by Student Government of printing only
what the administration wants to see and not what students want.
Student Government has even gone as far as wanting to place
the President of Student Council or one of his associates on the
Editorial Board of the newspaper. This demand was brought up at
a Student Council meeting and was defeated.
Even if this bill had been passed, it would not be possible to do
this. Our regulations provide that the Editorial Board should
consist only of those who maintain a 2.00 index and have been on
the newspaper for at least on year.
Also, had the bill been passed this person would have had a
conflict of interest between the two autonomous bodies of the
school, Student Government and the Communicator.
The cost of the program in
This newspaper is not and must never become an organ of
Student Government or of the Administration. It is a free agency Israel is $2,525.00.
Undergraduate students may
representing the opinions of students and must never be used as
earn
up to 32 semester credits
the spokesman of any power group.
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Cookies And Milk
By ANTHONY LOVERRO
A protest strike is an honorable thing, and on November 4,
1968, B.C.C. had one. We participated in a supposedly nation-wide
student strike in protest against the choice of candidates for this
year's presidential election. The only trouble was that it wasn't
too honorable.
This strike was supposed to be a unanimous strike of college
students; but, not everyone felt like striking. I, for one, did not
participate. Others did—and they are the ones I'm going to talk
about.
You could tell that they were professional strikers. I mean, they
had blankets and posters and all. Some had food, which they
shared. Very nice. They had to sit somewhere, so they chose the
front steps of the school. Good choice. They had to be seen, so
they had posters. Very good idea. In all ways, these protesters
looked like protesters. I mean, if I ever want to protest something,
I'm going to hire these people. I mean, I can hire them, can't I?
Because that's what it looked like, a goddamn hired protest
group!
They all sat on the steps and talked to each other; they didn't
even look at the other kids. What they did, though, was have a
bunch of posters all over the place telling you who not to vote for,
and not to go to school. I'll bet that more than half of the kids
who saw them there didn't know what it was all about. I heard
kids say things like "What is this, against Wallace?" and "What
are they protesting for?" The funny thing was that these kids
really didn't know what it was all about. I mean, for all any of
them knew, the protest could have been against Kellogg's Corn
Flakes.
Why wasn't it announced? Why wasn't the entire student body
notified of a strike? Why didn't the thirty or so people who did
strike not tell everyone else? I knew about it, (by some strange
chance), but why wasn't everybody told about it? Did you have
to belong to a certain clique to get in? What I mean is, if some
guy with a crew cut, red socks and brown loafers wanted to sit
down, do you think that they would have been hospitable?
This strike was a way to show, non-violently, that the majority
of the nation's young people were not satisfied with the choices
for office. This strike was held because many people did not
accept the apparent hypocrisy of the candidates. The protesters
felt that none of the candidates were fit to take office; they felt
that they were all insincere and bigoted. That's why they were
on the steps of B.C.C. that morning before election day.
"Who can protest and does not, is an accomplice in that act,"
The Talmud: Sabbath 54 B. This quote is obviously very true and
I would hate to have such a misdeed on my conscience. But to
tell the truth, if I was walking up the front steps that morning, and
I suddenly had a heart attack, I would have thrown myself over the
rail rather than land in the middle of that mob of phony martyrs.
That's what they thought they were—goddamn martyrs.'
These people had taken a perfectly legitimate idea and made
a bastard demonstration out of it.
I would like to apologize to anyone in that group who I am
wrongly accusing. I am not attacking any individual in particular;
I am criticizing the general conduct of the gathering.
One thing that really made me sick was that some of these
people who were striking the school, and who were asking other
students to do the same, rose during the day and entered the
building. That's like a kid who runs away from home, but stays
in his front yard and then goes in at lunchtime to get some
cookies and milk. One student actually got up and announced that
he was going to a class and that he was "sorry to concede" that
he had to leave. I guess he figured that honesty would erase his
hypocrisy. I doubt it; I really do.
"Whatever is only almost true is quite false, and among the
most dangerous of errors, because being so near truth, it is the
more likely to lead astray." This quote by Henry Ward Beecher,
an American theologian, explains itself quite well. In fact, this
quote expresses quite well how I felt about the student strike we
had at B.C.C. What may have begun as an honest attempt grew into
a hideous mockery. I'm "sorry to concede" that B.C.C. gets an
"F" for failure to communicate when it comes to demonstrations.
during their year abroad. Each
student's program is arranged in
consultation with the Resident
Director at the beginning of the
year and is periodically evaluated by the Director, who assigns
credits and letter grades according to the American system.
Grades and credits are reported a't the end of the academic
year to the Registrar of the
student's home college by the
Program of Study Abroad office.
To study abroad for a year,
to be away from home and in a
place you've never been before
with new and different people,
is a great idea. It is really
like running towards something,
instead of just away from it.
And through this program, the
city university has made it as
easy and as inexpensive as possible. It is a wonderful opportunity which really ought to be
taken advantage of. It is silly
to sit around and say that you
can't afford it, because of the

loans and grants offered; and
• it is also silly to sit and complain about what a rut you are
in, in the city, without trying
to get out of it.
Applications may be obtained
from Mrs. Ruth Rackman, who
is in the CFO Bldg., Room #1, by
appointment, who will also discuss the program with you in
relation to your specific desires
and needs. There is no reason
to feel that because you are in
a community school that you
are a second rate citizen. There
is as much opportunity available for you to go, as though
you were in a four-year school.
The thing to do is get an application, quickly, since the final
date for application for the Fall,
1969 semester is February 14,
1969. The junior year of college is typical of the year chosen
to study abroad. Therefore, it is
a good idea to apply for the study
abroad program at the same time
you apply to a senior college.
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REMAINING
'Be-In'
TEAM SEEDS
Swimming
Date

Day Opponent

Place Time

Dec.

4

Wed. C.C.N.Y. (Frosh)

H 6:00 PM

Dec.

9

Mon. Queens (Frosh)

A 4:15 PM

Dec.

13

Fri.

Paterson State

A 5:30 PM

Dec.

20

Fri.

St. Francis

H 7:00 PM

Dec.

28

Sat. Lehman (Frosh)

A 10:00 AM

Jan.

4

Newark College of
Sat. Engineering

A 2:00 PM

H—Games at Home

A—Games Away

Coach—Frank Wong

Wrestling
Date
Dec.

Day
4

Place Time

Opponent

Wed. Suffolk Co. CC

ty

6:00 PM

Dec.

9

Mon. Manhattan CC

H 7:00 PM

Dec.

12

Thur. Yeshiva Univ

A 7:30 PM

Dec.

20

Fri. Westchester CC

H 6:00 PM

Jan.

4

Sat. Ulster Co. CC

H 2:00 PM

Jan.

7

Tues. Middlesex CC

A 6:30 PM

A psychedelic program of
synchronized
swimming and
modern dance was presented
at Bronx Community College
Nursing Center Pool, Pelham
Bowling
Parkway and Eastchester Road,
Bronx, 7 to 8 p.m., Friday and
Saturday, December 6 and 7. AdDate
Day Oppontnt
place Time
mission was free and the public
Oct. 26 Sat. Queensborough CC ....H 10:00 AM
attended.
Nov.
2 Sat. Fashion Inst. Tech
A 10:00 AM
The "Be-In" sponsored by the
Nov.
9 Sat. Manhattan CC
H 10:00 AM
Synchronized Swimming Club and
Nov. 16 Sat. N.Y.C. CC
H 10:00 AM
Modern Dance Club,
featured
Nov. 23 Sat. Nassau Co. CC
A 10:00 AM
dancing and swimming performed
Dec. 7 Sat. State University at
Farmlngdale
H 10:00 AM to music from the Broadway show
Dec. 14 Sat. Suffolk Co. CC
A 10:00 AM Hair and other new sounds.
Miss Jane Katz, of the DeDec. 21 Sat. Position Week at
Nassau Co. AA
A 10:00 AM partment of Health and Physical
Jan. 11 Sat. REGION XV Tournament at
Education at, the College, who
Madison Square Garden
Lanes
10:00 AM just returned from
performing
H—Games at Home
A—Games Away in synchronized swimming exhibitions at the Olympics in
Coach—Barry Traub
Mexico City, presented a solo,
"Embryonic Jounrey" to electronic music. Miss Katz is adviser of the Synchronized Swimming Club.
Basketbal
Miss Charlotte Honda, adviser
Day Opponent
Place Time
Date
of
the Modern Dance Club, and
Dec. 2 Mon. Queensborough CC* ....H 8:00 PM
H 8:00 PM Miss Katz
performed a duet
Dec.
4 Wed.Suffolk CC
A 8:00 PM
Dec. 6 Fri. Nassau CC
to
the
"Blood,
Sweat and Tears
Tues
Manhattan
CC*
H
8:00
PM
Dec. 10
H 8:00 PM Overture."
Dec. 12 Thur Klngsborougn CC'
H 8:00 PM
Dec. 17 TuesStaten Island CC"
Miss Joanne Fast of the ProsA 7:30 PM
Dec. 19 Thur New York City CC*
A 7:00 PM
Jan.
3 Fri. John Jay College
pect
YMCA present*! a unique
Tues
Middlesex
CC
A
8:00
PM
Jan. 7
A 8:00 PM
Jan. 10 Fri Fashion Inst. Tech*
gymnastic
routine, in an allA 6:00 PM
Jan. 22 Wed Fordham (Frosh)
H 2:00 PM around exceptional program.
Jan. 25 Sat. Rockland CC

Jan.
Feb.
H 1:00 PM Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb. 28 &
Regional
Feb.
Mar
l
Feb.
Championships
Dutchess CC
Feb.
Feb.
H—Games at Home
A—Games Away
Feb.
Feb.
Coach—Mitchell Wenzel
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

Jan.

10

Feb.

1

Fri. Queensborough CC

Sat.

H 5:00 PM

Dutchess Co. CC

29
1
8
11
13
15
17
19
21
25
28
27,
1
8

Wed Ocean CC
Sat Dutchess CC
Sat Bergen CC
Tues Kingsborough CC
ThurStaten Island CC
Sat Fashion Inst. Tech
Mon Baruch School
Wed Manhattan CC
Fri Queensborough CC
TuesCathedral College
Fri John Jay College
28, Northern Regional
Playoffs
Regional
Championships

H—Games at Home
•Denotes—MCCAC Game

H
H
A
A
A
H
H
H
A
H
H

8:00 PM
3:00 PM
8:00 PM
7:00 PIV
8:30 PM
2:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM

Farmingdale
Farmingdale

A - Games Awaj
Coach—John Whelar

Be Realistic—

Simba
Show

Saturday, Dec. 21st. 8:30.
Auditorium

Orchestral
Concert
January 10th, 8:30. Auditorium

Communicator wishes
Happy New Year & a
Merry Christmas

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

DUMP THE VILLAGE TRIP!!
IT'S
EASY
TO REACH

UPTOWN BRANCH
Minutes from where you are —
60 W. Kingsbridge Rd.
Opposite the Armory
Clothing - Incense - Jewelry
Leather goods - Footwear.
Bring this add . with you
for FREE set of $1 Beads
with purchase of ANY Blouse,
Skirt, Dress, or Men's Shirt or
Jacket-Offer expires 11-20-68

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people,
SUMMER and YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying job cateories offered. For FREE cultural program literature including
etails and applications, write: ISIS, Admissions, 133 rue Hotel
des Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium. A Non-Profit Student Membership Organization.

t

Demand the Impossible!
REGULARLY SCHEDULED
JET FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
BOAC - AIR FRANCE - TWA
Code Departs
Destination
Returns
Airfare
$265.00
A
June 12
Paris
September 4
$225.00
June 22
Madrid via Libson September 3
B
$265.00
C
July 1
Paris
August 14
$245.00
July 1
London
September 3
D
$245.00
August
4
London
September
2
E
Available to City University Students, Faculty and Staff.
MR. NATHAN GREENSPAN
68 East 19th Street
Brooklyn, New York 11226
BU 4-5759
Simmons Group Journeys
Note: There will be a $12.00 administrative fee
per person in addition to the above fares.

Seniors and
Graduate Students
Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies
having operations located in the New Jersey/New
York metropolitan area. On December 26-27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden State
Parkway and Route 80, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.
For more details, including a listing of sponsoring companies; see your college placement
director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P. O. Box 533,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.

l'Af/->* i"nil ri' inn1, iMM iir,

JULES DASSIN|Jp

Tight
RAYMOND ST. JACQUES-RUBY DEE-FRANK SILVERA-ROSCOE LEE BROWNE ;.':".';." JULIAN MAYFIELD
VMIIIIIAYBY JULES DASSIN. RUBY DEE AND JULIAN MAYRtLD- BAMIUJN K« NOVII IMI IMIOMMID HY IIAMI .11 Aiirsiy
I-M no ii'«inM. j\\u AllXAN'-K| lKAiiNlR-iw«i, u./.rii.i«n' in>nrJULES DASSIN -TECHNICOLOR' • A PARAMOUNT
y.^,,«,^».,,», —.-..I,,,.. PICTURE
MUM' M i I»H> nvHOOt'lR I V >t II r> rin>
HOOKIK T.AIJO Mil M (', : • />//>n/>m . .r i M

PREMIERE ENGORGEMENT
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18

Afar
FORUM 47th St. / o^**/yTOWER
EAST
4/lh SI and Hro.l<lw;iy PI 7-R37O-I /
7?nd SI and Thud Aye TR 9-1313
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Volleyball Gals Crowned Queens of the Net
On Saturday, i\uvember 23rd,
the South East Regional Volleyball Tournament was held at
Queensborough C.C. and B.C.C.
won it all!
Each match the girls played
was the best of a 2 out of 3
game series. In the first match
we played Concordia and beat
them two straight. The Bronx
girls then faced Farmingdale, a
rough and tough team, and the
locals went down to their first
defeat, loosing the last 2 games
of the match. Hut this defeat didn't
stop them; it was a double elimination tournament and with still

a chance, they came back to beat
Rockaland and Queensborough
Community Colleges, two games
straight from each school. Then
the gals faced Farmingdale again
and really "socked it to 'em,"
two games straight. They then
had to face Nassau C.C. the
1067 Regional Champions and
their
toughest competitors.
Nassau was undefeated thus far
in the tournament and the Bronx
girls had lost one game; the
Bronx girls went all out, though,
turned on the steam and in the
first
match beat them two
straight. Playing the second and

Why would Bic torment
this dazzling beauty?
Why?
To introduce
the most elegant

pen on
campus.

decisive match, Bronx won the
first game, dropping the second
and finally winning the third
game.
All over, Bronx C.C. was
crowned the new 1968 Regional
Champions. The girls received
individual trophies, plus atrophy
for the school.
In the starting lineup were
Linda Brandt, Captain, Claudia
Ogilvie, Co-Capt., Vicki Bartels,
Ellie Baldovino, Lori Garvin and
Dale Siegel. Playing very hard
and also coming through for
Bronx were Louise Bedford,
Millie Ferguson, Carolyn Johnson, and Sara Rodriguez. Diane
Goodman and Dalila P'ontane/
were not able to be with us at
the tournament but they played
during the season and puliedwith
the team in an all-out effort.
All of the girls from the team
would like to thank Miss Ingrid
Lewis for a very successful
season.

The 1968 South East Regional Volleyball Champions

Mat Scrimmages

Bowler Vets

Expensive new
Bic* Clic* for
big spenders

Please Wenzel
by HOWARD WIEDRE
If the pre-season matches are
any indication of what is to come
from Coach Wenzel's wrestling
team, quite a lot is to be expected.
The scrimmages (exhibition matches) with West Side YMCA and
Lehman College indicated that
our team should do well against
our opponents. This is because
the matmen did well against the
experienced wrestlers of these
teams. Coach Wenzel said that
everything the relatively inexperienced team had learned was

Only Bic would dare to torment a beauty like this. Not the g i r l . . .
the pen she s,holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic.. .designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socialites who can afford the expensive 49-cent price.
But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite horrible punishment by mad scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time.
Everything you want in a fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
all Bic pens, writes first time, every time...no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
Watermon-Bic Ptn Corporotipn, Milford, Connecticut 06460

applied extremely well.
The team's practice sessions
indicate a high spirit and morale
in bringing to Bronx Community
College a winning season. Our
first match was with the experienced grapplers of Suffolk Community College, December 4.

Returning

Phil Posner is returning from
last year's team.
Ken Rudin
wrestled at Finlay
College.
Their experience aids, as well as
adds to, the team's potential. Sal
Mineo wrestles in the 150 Ibs.
weight class. He is fast, and
learns very quickly. His workout demonstrates an intense interest in physical development
as well as wrestling.

SMOKEY'S FRIENDS
DON'T PLAY
WITH
MATCHES

Mr. Wenzel, our coach, deserves recognition because of the
tremendous task he faces every
year putting together a team and
finding a manager.
We will
need a team manager for this
season. Requirements—being a
girl.

If you want something done or want to do something -

Pinning Foes
Twenty three and five is notar.
example on this year's math final.
It is instead the record of this
year's bowling team. This year's
fine start has been brought about
by new coach Barry Traub who
has jelled last year's returnees
and this year's newcomers into
a consistent and winning team.
Returning from last year's team
are Johnny Paul, Marc Lesser,
and Robert Zapt, Frank Vendurg,
Robert Stare, Richard YocRelson,
and Artie Cohen are the newcomers.
So far this season the team
has played Queensborough C.C.,
F.I.T., Manhattan C.C., and
N.Y.C.C. The high game of 256
and high series of 637 both belong
to Robert Stare as does the team
high average of 200. John Paul
anchors the team and his clutch
bowling has won or saved many
games so far this seasn. The
team is currently in first place
with some tough matches coming
up with Suffolk and Framingdale.
The aim of the team now is to
stay in first place, and with a
respectable team average of 177,
the chances are good.

to hire someone or

to find full or part time work - to buy or sell something - to find a place to
live -

in brief, if you want anything -

there is one organization in the

world that can do anything for anybody. That organization is:

EVERYTHING FOR EVERYBODY, INC
(that is what we do)
- 14,8S2 Members to Date 81 E. 184th Street (near Morris A v e . )

Accountants C e r t i f i e d & Non
Ac I ors r e s s e s , ing ins truction
Apartment rent, find, share, clean, sublet,
exch.
A t t i c 8. basement finishing
Automation consultants
Automobile rides, drivers, share, clean, park.
rent
Baby carriage & crib rent, exchange, buy
Baby s i t t e r s fvill & part time
Bartenders Private & Commercial
Basrim-nts rent, clean
Birthday surprises
Boat rc-ntnl. i n s t r u c t i o n
Buyers service resident & non
Camping trips arranged
Carpenters
Carpet & rug cleaning
C lean anything anyt ime
Clothing buy, s e l l , make, rent, design, repair
C l e r i c a l help part & full time
Cooking instruclion. cooks
Copy w r i t e r s
C r a t i n g & mailing
Dating Social introduction
D.iy n'.trsenes
Di'l ivery s e r v i c e
Dog w a l k , feed, v i s i t , board, rent, sell
Domestic help permanent & temporary
part & ful I time
Fdiicatmii.il research
Electricians
Lmployment all kind part & full
fnlerta mment

Errand service
Escort service men 81 women
F ( 1 1 ng
Financial consultants
Fraternizing
Furnished rooms, a p t s . studios
Furniture buy. s e l l , r e p a i r , store
Gardeners
Group tours
Hair human, washed, cut
Handymen
Home improvements
Impossible to find items
Install anything
Job resume service
Kissing
Landlords service bureau
Lodgings
Love
Maids
Mailing service & marketing
Mirrors Hung
Moving
Museum guides
Newspaper delivery
O f f i c e ? c l e r i c a l , clean, help, maintenance
O f f i c e desk, room rental, share
Office & loft rental
Packing & crating
Painters
Parking meter com feeders
Parking opposite side of the street moving.
People putter-togetherers
Phone c a l l s made
LOCAL SKI TOURS TO BELLEAYRE WEEKENDS AND NIGHT*

Photographers
Plasterers
Platforms built
Plumbers
Practical nurses
Printers
Parking ticket payers
Real estate
Skiing tours
Sleeping space rental
Snow removal
Social workers
Stage lighting
Stud service
Studio rental
Sub l e t t i n g - a p t s , studios etc
Swimming instruction
Telephone soliciting & interview
Temporary help part & full time
Theater parties arranged
Theater production & performers
Tours
Training
Translators
Trucking
Typing
Upholsterers
Vacuum Cleaning
Wallpaper Hanging & Removing
Water Skiing Instruction
Window cleaning
Writers
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COMMUNITY—
BRONCO TANKMEN
FLUSH BEAVERS

Local mermen gave City College fits with 58-44 upset win
By Alan Zwirn
Before 250 screaming students, the B.C.C. swimming
team, better known from now on
as "Wong's Wonders," sank the
well-fortif led-with-upper-classmen C . C . N . Y . frosh mermen,
58-44.
Wong's Wonders, nicknamed
after swimming mentor F'rank
Wong, and captained by B.C.C.'s
own
"fighting
Irish," John
O'Brien and Todd Kristian, stole
a tie out of the clutches of the
City College Beavers with a phenomenal comeback in the final
event - the 400 yard freestyle
medley. Vic Megerman, Dennis
Quinn, Rich Present and John
O'Brien topped a strong squad
from City which was ahead until
anchor-man O'Brien dove In. To
the "torpedoes loose" screams
of his teammates, Captain John
made up a 10 yard deficit in
overtaking C.C.N.Y.'s last man.
On poolside, Wong's Wonders
went wild!
Jumping on each
other, the swimmers had a brawl
and a ball. As the winning of the
meet was officially announced,
the boys threw Coach Wong into
the pool and then jumped in after
him in a victory splash.
The whole team came up with
an
outstanding
performance.
Firsts were taken by the 400
yard medley relay team composed of Todd Kristian, Steve
Cram, John O'Brien and Rich
Present, by Todd Kristian in the
60 yard freestyle, by Freddie

the Fly" Schafler in the 200 yard
butterfly event, by John O'Brien
in the 100 yard freestyle, by
Steve Cram in the 200 yard
breaststroke event, by the 400
yard freestyle relay team; Todd
Kristian set a new B.C.C.record
by chopping 19 seconds off the
previous school record.
Second and third places, and
points were taken by Dennis
Quinn, Vic Megerman, Jay Siegel,
Stu Fishkin, who placed second
in both the 160 yard individual
medley and the diving events,
Paul Faroyh, Manny Kostakis,
Jerry Koniecki and Alan Zwirn.
The next hurdle for Wong's
Wonders to dive over will be
Paterson State on Fri., December 13 (a lucky day) at Paterson.
The next home meet will
take place the following Fri.,
December 20 at the Nursing Center
against St. Francis, an
opponent which the B.C.C.swimmers have never defeated.
In a pre-season scrimmage
against Hunter College's mermen, Wong's Wonders were defeated by their own disqualification in the opening medley relay
event which they had won.
A scheduled scrimmage meet
against Westchester C.C. was
cancelled by the Westchester club
who called up sick just before the
meet was supposed to begin. The
headline
would have read:
"Wong's Wonders Wallop WestChester," - that's how high the
team's spirit is!

SPORTS

Rivas in Turkey Trot
Excels at 'Fowl' Play

The second Annual Turkey Trot
was held on Thursday, November
21 at 12:00 Noon. Twenty hardy
B.C.C. young men were prepared
to race against the clock and each
other for first prize.
The starter was Mr. Whelan,
the starting timer, Miss Honda
and Mr. Traub was the judge at
the finish, all members of the
Department of Health and Physical Education. The "future
Physical Education Majors" acted as traffic control people in
order to keep our hardy souls
from detouring off the course.
The first man to start the
course was Wilson Rodriguez,
a wrestler, and the race was on.
Last year's runner-up, Phil Posner; left in third position and was
odds on to cope the title. Runner
after runner left the gymnasium
and moved out on the course.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
0.
7.
8.
9.

E.
P.
A.
S.
H.
W.
T.
R.
R.

RIVAS
2 min
Posner
2 min
Marolda 3 min
Mineo
3 min
Kom.el
3 min
Jackson 3 min
Bolger
3 min
Broncettle 3 min
BazzaculpoS min

10. H. Owens

43 sec
49 sec
12 sec
12 sec18 sec
19 sec
21 sec
21 sec
22 sec

3 min 38 sec

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
1G.

L. Young
3 u r n 41 sec.
W.Bobenhausen 3 n i ' i i 45 sec.
N. Todaro
4 rnin Of) sec:.
B. smith
4 min 09 sec.
C.Durlacher 4 min 11 sec.
S. Walvish
4 min 19 sec.

17. W. Rodriguez 4 min 25 sec.
18. M. Edwin
4 min 28 sec.
19. A. Rios
4 min 50 sec.
20. K . P e a r l m u t t e r 4 min 54 sec.

NowVburOwn
Comprehensive
INDIVIDUAL

ASTROUDGICAL.
BIFTIHCHAPfrW
NOT a mimeographed or printed general summary
only based on your sun sign. T h i s $20 v a l u e is
a complete chart hand-drawn and based on the
precise sign & house p o s i t i o n - a s p e c t s of ALL
the planets at precise t i m e , place, date of
your birth. An a m a z i n g l y a c c u r a t e as w e l ! as
useful a n a l y s i s of YOUR p o t e n t i a l s in life
( c a r e e r , romance, marriage, p e r s o n a l i t y , e t c . ) .
Makes an ideal, unique
gift. Order a chart for

Rivas in Record Time
About 20 minutes after the
race betan, all contestants had
completed the course.
Times
were
calculated
and Ernest
Rivas, a cross country runner,
finished the course in 2 minutes,
.43 seconds, nipping Phil Posner
by a full six seconds.
Ernest was presented with a
hearty turkey and a trophy for
his fine effort. Poor Phil finished
second again and had to settle for
a small chicken and a second
place trophy.
The finishers and their times
are listed below;

youi

f r i e n d s and mate.
2 for $10.00

Send name, a d d r e s s , p l a c e , date
and accurate time of tjlnli 10:

the
BOOKSTORE

announces
the Grand
Opening
of
its
MIAMI BEACH JEROME
CHRISTMAS
11DAYS:$n4 • T6DAYS:$152

INTERCESSION

AVENUE
STORE-DEC2
featuring a complete

DAY5:$114
FOR ALL STUDENTS & THEIR FRIENDS
INCLUDES:
ROUND
TRIP TRANSPORTATION
OCEANFRONT HOTEL TWO SIGHTSEEING TOURS
ALL GRATUITIES PARTIES ALL TAXES EXTRAS
FOR BROCHURE AND FURTHER DETAILS
CALL AT ONCE - (212) 592 6020
FURTHER REDUCTIONS FOR GROUPS
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES WANTED

Discount Record Department
with the lowest prices in town
•Greeting Cards
•Paperbacks
• Gift Items

'School Supplies

'Review Books

-Holiday Decorations

'Stationery

'Many Opening Day Specials

a short walk from the main building
a short ride from Bronx Science — 183rd St. stop
around the corner from JAC Center

